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CLARIFICATION OF STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO THE OBLIGATION TO
CONSIDER REASSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYEES
SLATED FOR ECONOMIC DISMISSAL
Under a May 18, 2010, amendment to the French Labor Code, prior to dismissing an employee for economic reasons (as opposed to performance or other personal grounds), an employer in France must review all possible job openings in all
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of the companies and offices of its group with an eye to determining whether the
employee can be reassigned to one of those openings, even if it is abroad (Art. L.
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1233-4 of the French Labor Code). In an instruction dated March 15, 2011 (Circ. DGT
n° 03), the French Labor Administration provided useful clarification of the reassignment obligation. It is clear that companies belonging to a group established in more
than one country have to look for all reassignment opportunities existing within all
working sites of the group “whose activities, organization, and location allowed this
reassignment.” In practice, many companies did so knowing that very few opportunities outside France would in fact match the employee’s skills or professional preferences; even though most employees would not want to move and would reject
3

the reassignment opportunity, the inquiry was still legally mandated. As the French
Supreme Court (Cour de cassation) made clear, companies could not limit the inquiry by asking the affected employees beforehand about their relocation preferences
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or restrictions. The concern for many French employers was that this legally mandated inquiry clashed with the impression, widely held by employees and trade unions,

NEW MEASURES AGAINST IRREGULAR WORK
IN SPAIN

that offers for reassignment in Asia, Africa, South America, or
Eastern Europe would be inadequate because of the lower
salaries and working standards prevailing in those regions.
To avoid these difficulties, many employers did not offer re-

Spain is taking measures against undeclared, or irregular,

assignment opportunities in those areas—and consequently

work. On May 6, 2011, Royal Decree Law 5/2011 of April 29

were successfully sued by terminated employees for failure

(“RDL 5/2011”), relating to measures for the regularization and

to comply with the reassignment obligation.

control of undeclared work (and the promotion of housing
renovation), was published in the Official State Bulletin.

The May 18, 2010, law sought to avoid these difficulties by
requiring that any reassignment should be for “equivalent

The objective of this law is to curb undeclared work in Spain

remuneration” and allowing the employer to inquire into the

by facilitating the voluntary regularization of workers who are

affected employee’s preferences or restrictions. In its March

presently providing services with no employment contract

15, 2011, instruction, the French Labor Administration provided

and without having been registered with the Social Security

a template questionnaire to be used to survey employees

authorities. The law grants amnesty to employers that regu-

on their relocation preferences. As part of the survey, the

larize the situation of their employees by July 31, 2011. These

employee must be asked whether he or she would be at

employers will not be subject to labor sanctions from the

all interested in reassignment outside France and, if so,

labor inspection authorities, but they will have to fulfill past

what his or her preferences and restrictions would be with

Social Security obligations (up to four years of Social Security

regard to location and remuneration; general restrictions

contributions plus a 20 percent surcharge). RDL 5/2011 also

regarding employment-contract clauses and working con-

increases sanctions for those companies that persist in

ditions may also be expressed. After the survey is returned

engaging employees in an irregular manner. These sanctions

by the employee, the employer is to take into account the

will be applicable as of August 1, 2011.

employee’s express wishes in determining the scope of the
reassignment opportunities and must tailor any reassignment

RDL 5/2011 does not cover some practical issues. For exam-

offers to those wishes. It must be noted that an employee’s

ple, it is not clear what happens if an irregular employee does

failure to answer within six working days is treated as a rejec-

not want to sign the employment contract. This is a common

tion of reassignment opportunities outside French territory.

situation with irregular self-employed workers, because if they
become regular employees, their net monthly salaries (not

Despite this helpful clarification, the reassignment sur-

their net annual salaries) decrease. It may be the case that

vey continues to raise many issues and questions. First, an

an employee’s refusal to sign the employment agreement

employee may very well express no restrictions whatso-

may be cause for termination of the employment relationship.

ever, in which case the employer will still have to research
available positions in every country where the group is

U.K. ABOLISHES DEFAULT RETIREMENT AGE

established, even when the level of remuneration associated
with the job position identified is clearly unsuitable. Also, it
may be very difficult or even impossible for the subsidiary

In October 2011, the default retirement age in the U.K. will

of a large group to identify all the working sites of the other

be abolished. U.K. employers had been able to require

companies of the group in order to list them in the survey,

employees to retire at age 65 without reason by giving them

let alone find out whether these companies have vacant

at least six months’ advance notice of the requirement to

positions. Moreover, processing and taking into account all

retire. Employees could request to continue to work beyond

the wishes expressed by employees in order to personalize

age 65, and employers were obliged to consider such

reassignment offers will, in collective redundancies, make the

requests, but they were not required to justify any refusal. In

already extremely complex and burdensome dismissal pro-

other words, employees over this age did not have the ability

cedure even more so.

to claim unfair dismissal.
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Subject to transitional provisions, as of April 6, 201 1, U.K.

be an act of age discrimination, so employers will need to

employers are no longer able to give notice to compulsorily

take care to avoid potential claims. With an aging population,

retire staff at 65 or any other age without breaching U.K. age-

these issues are likely to figure heavily in employment litiga-

discrimination legislation unless the age chosen can objec-

tion over the years to come.

tively be justified. Employers seeking to do so risk claims of
age discrimination and unfair dismissal.

AGE-DISCRIMINATION REVIEW OF SOCIAL-PLAN
PROVISIONS IN GERMANY

It is intended that retirement at an age mutually agreed upon
by the employer and employee will become the norm, but
there will still be situations where employers can lawfully

The Federal Labor Court of Germany (“FLC”) decided on April

require employees to retire if the employers can show that

12, 2011 (1 AZR 764/09), that generally, the severance claim

the retirement age is objectively justified. An example would

resulting from a social plan may be calculated on the basis

be a position that has physical requirements which an older

of factors which are determined or influenced by the age

person either cannot meet or finds harder to meet than a

and/or years of service of the individual affected employee,

younger person would.

at least when the calculation favors older workers.

A large volume of case law is expected to develop sur-

In this particular case, the claimant employee was 38 years

rounding the question of what can be objectively justified.

old when she was terminated. Her severance was calculated

Employers will need to give careful consideration to any fixed

as follows: “age-range factor x years of service x monthly sal-

retirement ages and assemble evidence in order to be able

ary.” The respective factor was determined in the social plan

to defend any claims of direct age discrimination brought in

with 80 percent of the monthly salary for employees up to

the employment tribunal—the evidential burden on employers

the age of 29, 90 percent for employees aged 30 through 39,

will be high.

and 100 percent for employees 40 years of age and older.
The plaintiff claimed the 100 percent factor by arguing that

In order for any “retirement” dismissal to be fair under unfair-

the reduced factor linked to her lower age constituted a

dismissal laws, the usual rules requiring an employer to fol-

case of age discrimination in accordance with the European

low a fair procedure will apply. Employees should therefore

directives.

be consulted, and employers should consider employee
requests to stay on (where feasible), even possibly consider-

Although the FLC rejected this claim on its particular facts,

ing phased retirement through a move to part-time work.

any age-related differences used to calculate severance
claims require careful consideration.

In situations where employers are unable objectively to justify
compulsory retirement, performance-based evaluation and,

The German Equal Treatment Act includes several excep-

in appropriate cases, dismissal of employees regardless of

tions that justify age-related decisions and measures based

age will continue to be lawful. In order for the procedure to

on objective reasons, including age-related differences in

be fair at law, the employee would need to be formally put

a social plan in connection with the calculation of sever-

on notice as to the employer’s concerns and given proper

ance. This is in accordance with the European directive that

opportunities to improve before being eventually dismissed.

allows the implementation of local-law exceptions if they are

In practice, this could take six months or more and is likely

based on legal targets in the areas of employment politics,

to lead to disputes and discord, since in many cases judg-

employment markets, and professional education. In light

ments about performance will be subjective and disputed.

of the Andersen decision of the European Court of Justice

Standards and judgments about performance will have to

(October 12, 2010; C-499/08), which was discussed in the

be applied consistently to all staff to avoid allegations of age

previous European Labor & Employment Law Update , in

discrimination. Introducing/applying more rigorous processes

each particular case it is necessary to analyze whether the

of evaluation selectively for older employees would itself

specific measure is necessary to reach the legal target and
3

whether the interests of the individual are sufficiently taken

within the company and his or her prospects for finding

into consideration. The courts are likely to focus on two ques-

a new job. Various formulas have been developed in an

tions: (1) Is the local-law exception in accordance with the

attempt to predict the outcome of these court cases.

European directive allowing an age-related difference? (2) Is
the particular measure necessary and reasonable within the

White-collar workers earning more than €61,0713 gross/year

sense of this approved legal exception?

are allowed to conclude agreements on termination notice
at the moment of execution of the employment contract, but

The answer to the second question requires a case-by-case

such agreements may not provide less than three months’

analysis. The FLC decided in the case opening this article

notice for every five years of past service.

that the reduction of the factor for younger employees (those
under 40) did not amount to age discrimination in relation

The Belgian government has now taken the first step in try-

to the calculation of severance owed in connection with the

ing to reduce the differences in notice periods for blue- and

loss of employment, because younger employees generally

white-collar workers. As of January 1, 2012, the notice peri-

have better chances on the employment market. This will not

ods for blue-collar workers will, in general, be increased

always be the case; for example, employment chances may

by 15 percent. For white-collar workers, the notice periods

vary by region and/or professional category. Therefore, it is

will be reduced by 3 percent as of January 1, 2012, and by

advisable to review age-related market conditions in more

6 percent as of January 1, 2014. Moreover, tax-free measures

detail and reflect them correctly in the social plan.

will apply to parts of these notice periods or the pay in lieu of
such notice. White-collar workers earning more than €61,0714
gross/year will still be allowed to conclude agreements on

NEW TERMINATION RULING ON EMPLOYMENT
CONTRACTS UNDER BELGIAN LAW

termination notice at the moment of execution of the employ-

In Belgium—perhaps the only country in Europe where this is

It should be stressed, however, that this new ruling on the ter-

the case—an employee’s termination notice period or pay in

mination of employment contracts under Belgian law is only

lieu of notice varies depending on whether the employee is a

the first step in an attempt to harmonize the notice periods

blue-collar or a white-collar worker.

of blue- and white-collar workers. Complete equalization will

ment contract.

be longer in coming, given the resistance of some of the
Notice periods for blue-collar workers are based on years of

affected workers.

past service and can total up to 217 days.
In contrast, white-collar workers whose earnings do not
exceed €30,535 1 gross/year receive three months’ notice
for every five years of past service. For white-collar workers earning more than €30,535 gross/year, the parties must
agree on the notice period; if no agreement can be reached,
the matter can then be filed in labor court. Such agreements
are generally concluded by taking into consideration the
white-collar employee’s salary,2 seniority, age, and position

1

This threshold applies for the year 2011; it is adjusted each year by the Ministry of Labor on the basis of the consumer price index.

2

“Salary” includes not only the monthly base salary, but also all benefits that are granted: company car, luncheon vouchers, occupational pension plan, etc.

3

This threshold applies for the year 2011; it is adjusted each year by the Ministry of Labor on the basis of the consumer price index.

4

This threshold applies for the year 2011; it is adjusted each year by the Ministry of Labor on the basis of the consumer price index.
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